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Abstract
This study explores the depiction of local culture in the Indonesian websites of English and American companies
operating in Indonesia. The objective is to evaluate if the websites have been adapted to the local culture of
Indonesia. Content analysis was employed in the analysis utilising an instrument applied in many similar types
of research on website content analysis. Results of the study suggest that more effort is needed by the foreign
companies to adapt their websites to this local cultural environment, particularly with regards to the cultural
dimensions of high context, collectivism and power distance.
Keywords: websites, culture, Hofstede, Indonesia
1. Introduction
The use of the internet has grown exponentially since its introduction in the early 1990’s, and more recently
emerging markets have seen a pronounced expansion in internet use. Indonesia, in particular, has seen the
number of internet users rise from 89 million in 2015 to 104 million in 2017 (Statista, 2018) and prompted in
part by the rapid adoption of the smartphone. According to Statista (2018), the number of internet users in
Indonesia is expected to climb to 134 million users in 2022 reaching more than half of the population in one of
the world’s largest online markets.
Indonesia was chosen not only because of its large number of online users but also because of its increasing
importance in the region. Indonesia has the largest economy in Southeast Asia totalling 930 billion USD GDP
per annum and a large and growing population of 260 million (World Bank 2018). The country is also a member
of the G-20, and classified as a newly industrialised economy, very much in the same category as India and
China (World Bank, 2018).
In the era of the World Wide Web, the most popular method for businesses to access online users is through
websites. Businesses use websites to disclose organisational details, disseminate pertinent information, build
strong relationships and interact with stakeholders (Cyr & Trevor-Smith, 2004; Chiou et al., 2010; Shin et al.,
2015). However, communicating with online users via websites can be difficult because of the influence of
national culture on such communications.
Different cultures have diverse preferences regarding website design and content (Singh et al., 2003; Cyr et al.,
2004; Cyr, 2008). Thus a culturally relevant website would encourage users to browse through its contents while
a culturally inappropriate website could repel users. The purpose of this research is to measure the depiction of
local Indonesian culture in the Indonesian websites of English and American companies operating in Indonesia.
It aims to ascertain if the Indonesian websites of foreign companies have considered cultural preferences in
communication style and other expectations of local culture. Moreover, if not culturally appropriate, how and
what can the companies do to adapt their websites to reach out more effectively to the Indonesian consumer.
This study utilised the method developed by Singh et al. (2003) to analyse and measure the depiction of culture
on the English and American companies’ Indonesian websites. It will then test a set of hypotheses that highlight
the predicted cultural differences between Western and Indonesia culture found in these Indonesian Websites
thus indicating the extent of any adaptation made. The assessment framework is based primarily on two
culturally prominent academic Edward T. Hall (1976) and Geert Hofstede (2001) and combined in a widely
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applied instrument developed by Nitish Singh. Over the years and multiple studies, the framework has been
empirically validated and determined to be reliable (Singh et al., 2003; Singh & Matsuo, 2004; Singh et al., 2006;
Chun et al., 2015).
This study is particularly important as it fulfills the need for cultural research in the Indonesian context and thus
meet a gap in Indonesian website understanding relating to cultural adaptation of websites. The explosive growth
in the use of the internet and the dramatic rise of e-commerce in the region have only added urgency to this type
of study in the country.
2. Literature Review
International businesses are faced with an important issue when attempting to reach out to online users; namely,
should businesses internationalise or localise their primary online presence, their websites? Here, localization
refers to the process of adapting websites to the needs and demands of local consumers, including local language,
symbols, numerals and other local cultural preferences (Singh et al., 2004). Standardization, on the other hand,
refers to the idea that the websites of a company should have a similar look and feel to promote consistency and
convenience, and hence much less effort for the web-designer and company (Cyr & Trevor Smith, 2004).
Much research has been conducted in seeking to evaluate and understand the effects of cultural communication
cues within web design. Some of these studies have focused on web design elements such as layout, structure,
navigational links and visuals (Cyr, 2013). Other studies have concentrated on the underlying cultural values and
beliefs that influence the designs (Singh et al., 2003; Singh et al., 2004).
Regardless of the focus, almost all the research found that cultures vary in their preferences for website design
and content. Badre (2000) finds that online users tend to favour websites that exhibit familiar cultural markers
such as colours, pictures, symbols, rituals, heroes or values that denote their unique culture. Similarly, Luna et al.
(2002) note that websites that adapt to local culture are more lucid and accessible, facilitating local users’
approval. Baack and Singh (2007), Hsieh (2014) adds that websites that incorporate local cultural elements
would also be more usable. That is, the websites would be better able to communicate with users..
Trust in the company and message of the website has also been shown to be a product of culturally compatible
elements within the site. Bartikowski and Singh (2014), point out that culturally adapted websites generate
positive user attitudes and trust. Further, Cyr (2013), Pengnate & Sarathy (2017) and Thorpe (2016) linked
culturally congruent websites to user trust, user satisfaction and loyalty. All in online users are more likely to
visit and remain on websites that are culturally appropriate and culturally sensitive (Barber & Badre, 1998).
With these benefits in mind, many international businesses have localised their websites (Singh et al., 2004).
Some of them furnishing multiple websites, by building customised websites for the different markets or regions
in which they work. They may also develop websites for each market and each product line offered. However,
Cyr and Trevor Smith (2004) note that international companies often do not do enough in adapting their websites
to local culture. They point out that many international businesses seldom go beyond translating the language or
delivering primary graphical interfaces with local designs while distinctive cultural elements such as values,
beliefs, customs, and symbols are ignored.
This paper aims to examine the depiction of local culture on the Indonesian websites of English and American
companies in Indonesia. The focus of this study is thus to determine if the websites have adapted to local culture.
This paper also plans to provide greater insight and recommendations on developing culturally adapted websites
for the Indonesian market.
First, some background on the meaning of concepts applied regarding culture and the dimensions applied in the
study. There are many definitions of culture. The most common definitions include references to variations in
attitudes, values, beliefs and behavioural norms. Hofstede (2001) for example, describes culture as mental
programming or how a group of people think, feel and behave. Culture has long been the subject of extensive
studies. Moreover, some frameworks or models have been developed to explain differences in culture. While
Hall and Hall (1990) explore differences in communication styles, Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961), Hofstede
(2001) and Trompenaars (1996) examines differences in values and beliefs.
Nonetheless, the most popular and most utilized model is that of Hofstede’s value dimensions. This model is
based on Hofstede’s study on 176,000 respondents, working in IBM offices all around the world. The model
asserts that cultures differ with regards to their inclination toward collectivism, power distance, uncertainty
avoidance and masculinity (Hofstede, 2001).
The components, called cultural dimensions utilized are defined below along with the predicted relative intensity
between Western and Indonesian culture and hypothesis development:
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Collectivism dimension relates to social orientation. Collectivist cultures emphasise group while individualist
cultures prioritise the individual. The collectivist believes that it is best to maintain close ties with group
members while the individualist believes in more independence. The collectivists believe that it is best to close
ranks and work together with group members to survive and compete in the world they live in (Hofstede, 2001;
Trompenaars, 2012).
Singh et al. (2005) note that websites that value the collective group will promote the family, community work,
group discussions and programmes that encourage loyalty. In contrast, websites that value the individual will
endorse individual achievement, self-reliance, and self- recognition, with an emphasis on the uniqueness of the
product sold. Indonesian culture is inherently much more collectivist than Western culture and this research
should reflect the differences in the website cultural cues. Hypothesis 1 embodies this notion:
H1 The Indonesian websites of US and English companies should display higher collectivism than their local
Websites in Western countries.
Individualism dimension relates to the importance placed on the individual (Hofstede 1980). Individualistic
cultures focus on individual interest and individual goals whereas collectivistic cultures focus on group interest
and group goals (Triandis et al., 1995). Western cultures are inherently much more individualistic than
Indonesian culture and this research should reflect the differences in the website cultural cues as per Hypothesis
2.
H2 The Indonesian websites of US and English companies should display lower individualism than their local
Websites in Western countries.
Uncertainty avoidance dimension relates to ambiguity or uncertainties (Hofstede, 1980). While high uncertainty
avoidance cultures deem uncertainties as risks to avoid, low uncertainty avoidance cultures embrace
uncertainties as challenges to overcome. Cultures differ in their tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity. High
uncertainty avoidance cultures view uncertainties as threats . Whilst low uncertainty avoidance cultures deem
uncertainties as barriers (Hofstede, 2001).
Reinecke and Bernstein (2011) showed that users from high uncertainty avoidance cultures would prefer more
formal and organised navigational links so that they would not get disoriented. In addition to navigational links,
Singh et al. (2005) note that websites that integrate uncertainty avoidance would display comprehensive user
support, contact information, company details and accurate use of local language (Singh et al., 2005). And on
this dimension Western cultures score higher than most Asian cultures including Indonesia, reflecting their more
risk-averse nature. The relationship is embodied in Hypothesis 3
H3 The Indonesian websites of US and English companies should display higher uncertainty avoidance than
their local Websites in Western countries.
Power distance dimension refers to the distribution of social power (Hofstede, 1980). While low power distance
cultures support equality and fairness, high power distance cultures accept and respect the hierarchical ladder. On
this dimension, Western cultures score low while Indonesia is high. Cultures differ in their beliefs on power
distribution. High power distance culture tolerates if not respects differential power. Low power distance culture,
on the other hand often insists on equality and egalitarian practices. High power distance culture believes that
observing formal rules and hierarchy will keep peace and harmony which is most important (Hofstede, 2001).
Singh et al. (2005) note that websites that embrace high power distance will emphasise organisational hierarchy,
formal titles and many images of high ranking and influential people in the organisation. Websites that espouse
low power distance, on the other hand, will highlight fair play and level playing ground. Hypothesis 4 captures
the predicted relationship.
H4 The Indonesian websites of US and English companies should display higher power distance than their local
Websites in Western countries.
Masculinity refers to masculine values (Hofstede, 1980). Masculine cultures emphasise ambition, achievement,
and advancement, whereas Feminine cultures prioritize quality of life, relationships and security (Triandis et al.
1988). Indonesian culture is more feminine than the masculinised Western culture, and the relative intensity of
dimensions found in the websites of each culture should reflect this. Cultures vary on their views on gender and
social roles. Masculine cultures highlight competition, achievement, and clear gender roles. On the contrary,
feminine cultures stress close relations, harmony and ambiguous gender roles (Hofstede, 2001).
Tsikriktsis (2002) proffers in his study that masculine cultures tend to have higher expectations for website
quality, specifically regarding interactivity and design. Singh et al. (2005) maintain that websites incorporating
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the masculinity cultural elements would focus on aspects of product effectiveness such as product quality and
product durability, with an emphasis on authenticity and veracity.
H5 The Indonesian websites of US and English companies should display lower masculinity than their local
Websites in Western countries.
A further set of cultural dimensions applied in this study are those of Edward T. Hall whose work on cultural
context gave rise to a set of cultural elements. These divide neatly into the classification of High Context and
Low Context, with Western countries (and companies) displaying Low Context compared to the High Context
values of Indonesia.
High Context Western cultures tend to be open, direct and explicit in their communication style. Conversely,
Low Context cultures tend to be reserved, indirect and sensitive to the listener (Gudykunst et al. 1996). Hall and
Hall (1990) further refer to users from High Context cultures rely more on trust with significant others and thus
expect less detailed information. Hall and Hall (1990) also note that the same users have a strong preference for
visuals and graphics. Singh et al. (2005) indicated that websites that integrate High Context would employ lots of
bold colours and visual images, and use flowery language to show politeness and humility. These concepts are
embodied in by the following two Hypotheses, H6 and H7.
H6 The Indonesian websites of US and English companies in should display lower levels of low context than
their local Websites in Western countries.
H7 Indonesian websites of US and English companies should display higher levels of high context than their
local Websites in Western countries.
These are summarised in the next section.
3. Hypotheses
The primary objective of this study is to examine if and how much of local culture has been incorporated into the
Indonesian websites of English and American companies operating in Indonesia. To measure cultural depiction a
widely adopted method of coding developed by Singh et al. (2003), Singh et al. (2005) is employed. Singh's
coding sheet will be used to calculate the cultural scores of the Indonesian and domestic websites of English and
American companies. The scores obtained will subsequently be compared with published Hofstede’s value
dimension scores on Indonesia, England and the United States.
This paper proposes that there will be some adaptation; that there will be some differences in scores between the
domestic and Indonesian websites of English and American companies. More specifically, compared to their
domestic websites, the Indonesian websites of English and American companies will display higher levels of
high context, collectivism, power distance and uncertainty avoidance; and lower levels of low context,
individualism and masculinity. This study will investigate this proposition by reviewing seven hypotheses that
correspond to the five value or cultural dimensions that make up the Singh et al. (2003) framework as detailed
above. In summary, H1 & H2 address Collectivism and Individualism, H3 Uncertainty Avoidance dimension, H4
assess Power Distance, H5 refers to Masculinity-Femininity, while H6 and H7 address High and Low Context.
4. Method
Content analysis has been used to study everything from print media to advertising and marketing content. More
recently it has been used to study websites, blogs, Facebook entries and other online content. Neuman (2007)
notes that content analysis is a useful technique for analyzing any text-based content. Singh et al. (2005), Singh
and Matsuo (2004), in turn, notes that content analysis has become a very well-established tool for objectively
examining communication content including websites.
This study uses the content analysis method to evaluate the cultural content of Indonesian and domestic websites
of English and American companies. Singh et al. (2003) provided a comprehensive framework for studying
cultural content on the web utilising content analysis. The framework requires the use of a coding sheet that
incorporates seven cultural dimensions and 35 coding categories.
The Indonesian and domestic websites of English and American companies served as samples for this study. The
companies come from Forbes list of global companies (2017). However, only companies that have translated
their Indonesian websites into the local language, Bahasa Indonesia were chosen. The research team reviewed a
total of 82 websites, of these, the team only analysed 40 websites written in the local Bahasa Indonesian
language. These websites met the local language requirement of the study. As mentioned, the unit of analysis is
the websites and all the pages in the websites were analysed for cultural content using the coding sheet
developed by Singh et al. (2003) and Singh et al. (2005).
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All measuures on the codding sheet adoppt a five-pointt Likert Scale, and hence thee results couldd be made avaiilable
to statisticcal calculations as a continuuous variable. This view is supported by Bentler and C
Chow (1987, p.
p 88)
who arguee that normallyy distributed ccategorical vaariables on a L
Likert-type scaale, “continuouus methods ca
an be
used with little worry when
w
a variable has four or more categoriies”. This view
w matches thaat of Garson (2
2005;
2012) wheen he states thhat the five-pooint Likert scaale furnishes aan adequate resolution to proovide scale-da
ata in
SPSS. Furrthermore in an
a article by P
Pell (2005) in referencing Carifion and Peerla (2008) maaintains that Likert
L
items are nnot ordinal in character,
c
but rrather, are inteerval in nature and, thus, mayy be analysed pparametrically with
all the assoociated benefitts and power oof these higher levels of analyyses.
In applyinng the Survey Instrument repproduced in A
Appendix 1, ann analysis wass carried out bby two coders who
rated each cultural dimennsion on the afforementionedd Likert Scale.
5. Results
mined using thhe content anaalysis methodss previously appplied by Singgh et al. (2005
5). A
The websiites were exam
MANOVA
A statistical teest conducted on SPSS (George, 2016) produced a sset of results demonstrating
g the
difference in mean valuues for each oof the 24 variaables aligned with a culturaal measure. Thhe results for each
variable arre given in Tabble 1.
Results off the examinatiion of websitess applying the content analyssis methods deescribed demonstrated signifficant
differencess for selected variables withhin each categgory of the culltural variablee. The followinng sections discuss
these diffeerences.
Table 1. D
Descriptive Stattistics and ANO
OVA for Cultuural Categoriess for Indonesiaa and Anglo W
Websites

6. Summaary of Results
Each categgory of culturral dimension outlined in T
Table 1 revealls some indivvidual variablees, and many offer
significantt differences. When
W
these arre condensed tto the cultural dimensions, thhey jointly reppresent through the
applicationn of an indeppendent sampples t-test in Table 2. Thee statistics givven are applieed to addresss our
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hypotheses.
Table 2. Inndependent Sam
mples T-Test: Comparison oof Indonesian too Anglo websiites

Collectivissm
Notably, inn Table 2, the results revealled a significannt difference bbetween the cuultures of the English, American
(Anglophoone) and Indoonesian whenn considered jjointly on thee variables of Communityy Relations; Clubs
C
&Chatroom
ms; Family; Loyalty;
L
Indepeendence and P
Product Uniqueeness. Wilk’s = .590, F (5, 770) = .73, p = .000,
partial
= 41. Thus, overall
o
a signifficant differencce between thee category of w
websites.
Table 1 lissts the componnents comprisiing the Collecttivism dimension indicating that when a sseparate ANOV
VA is
conductedd for each deppendent variabble, with eachh ANOVA evvaluated at an alpha level oof .01 (Bonfe
erroni
Adjusted).. There was siignificant diffeerence betweenn Anglo and IIndonesian cullture on Comm
munity Relations, F
(1, 74) = 21.54, p = .0000, partial
= .23, with Anglo culturee (M = .82) sscoring higherr in the Indonesian
website (M
M = 4.03), a result in the direection hypotheesised. A signifficant differencce was also fouund on the varriable
of Clubs &
&Chatrooms, F (1, 74) = 133.62, p = .0000, partial
= .16, with A
Anglo culture ((M = 4.29) sco
oring
higher thaan Indonesian culture (M = 3.45). This ressult too was aas hypothesized and indicatiing that the foreign
company hhas worked to adapt its webssite to the locall culture.
There wass not a significcant difference between Angglo and Indoneesian culture onn the variabless: Family, F (1
1, 74)
= .05; Looyalty, F (1, 744) = .367, p = .547, partial
= 3.97, p = .050, partial
= .005; Neewsletter, F (1, 74)
= .051, p = .821, partial
= .001.
Individuaalism
Notably, iin Table 2, thhe results reveealed a signifficant differennce between thhe cultures. T
The study fou
und a
significantt difference between
b
the cuultures of Annglophone andd Indonesian w
when consideered jointly on
n the
variables oof Independencce and Productt Uniqueness. Wilk’s = .641,, F (3, 72) = 133.43, p = .015, partial
= .36.
Referring again to Tablle 1 under thee Individualism
m Dimension. A separate A
ANOVA was cconducted for each
dependentt variable, withh each ANOV
VA evaluated aat an alpha levvel of .017 (B
Bonferroni Adj
djusted). There
e was
significantt difference between Anglo aand Indonesiann culture on Inndependence, F (1, 74) = 10.332, p = .000, partial
= .34, with Anglo culture
c
(M = 4.68) scoringg higher than Indonesian cuulture (M = 3.95). A signifficant
difference was also founnd on the variable of Producct_Uniquenesss F (1, 74) = 88.90, p = .0000, partial
= .19,
with Angllo culture (M = 4.55) scorinng higher than Indonesian cuulture (M = 3..87). There waas not a signifficant
difference between Angllo and Indonessian culture onn the variable Personalized F (1, 74) = 1.559, p = .028, partial
= .06.. All statisticaally significannt differences aligned withh the hypothessized directionn that the foreign
companiess have adaptedd their local Inddonesian webssites to the low
w individualism
m environment Indonesia.
Uncertain
nty Avoidancee
Table 2 aalso reveals a significant ddifference bettween the cultures of Angglophone and Indonesian when
w
consideredd jointly on the variables off Customer Serrvice; Guided Navigation; L
Local Stores; L
Local Terminology;
Tradition T
Theme. Wilk’ss = .590, F (5, 770) = 7.73, p = .000, partial
= .41.
Referring to Table 1 under
u
the Unccertainty Avoidance dimenssion. In analyysing the indivvidual compon
nents
contributinng to the Unccertainty Avoiddance dimensiion the researrchers conductted a separate ANOVA for each
dependentt variable, withh each ANOV
VA evaluated at an alpha leevel of .01 (B
Bonferroni Adjjusted). There was
significantt difference beetween Anglo aand Indonesiann culture on G
Guided Navigaation, F (1, 74)) = 15.83, p = .000,
partial
= .176, withh Anglo cultuure (M = 4.977) scoring higgher than Inddonesian cultuure (M = 4.61
1). A
significantt difference waas also found oon the variablee of Local Terrminology, F (1, 74) = 226.663, p = .000, partial
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= .75, with Anglo culture
c
(M = 5.00) scoringg higher than Indonesian cuulture (M = 3.90). A signifficant
difference was also founnd on the variiable of Tradittion Theme, F (1, 74) = 14.77, p = .000, partial
= .166,
with Angloo culture (M = 3.32) scoring higher than Inndonesian cultuure (M = 2.76)).
Referring again to Tablee 1 under the Uncertainty A
Avoidance dim
mension. Theree was not a siggnificant differrence
between A
Anglo and Indoonesian culturre on the variaables: Customeer Service, F ((1, 74) = 1.3977, p = .241, partial
= .0199; Local Storees, F (1, 74) = .664, p = .418, partial
= .009. How
wever, all statiistically signifficant
differencess among the variables alignned with the hypothesized direction connfirming the ccultural differe
ences
described bby Hofstede’s (1980) dimensions.
Power Disstance
Referring again to Tablee 2 list of resullts. There was a significant ddifference betw
ween the cultuures of Anglop
phone
and Indoneesian when considered jointlly on the variaables of Compaany Hierarchy;; Images of CE
EO’s; Formal Titles;
T
and, Visionn Statement. Wilk’s
W
= .355, F (4, 71) = 7.773, p = .000, paartial
= .655.
Table 1 unnder the Poweer Distance dim
mension. A sepparate ANOVA
VA was conduccted for each ddependent variiable,
with each ANOVA evaluated at an alppha level of .0013 (Bonferrooni Adjusted). There was siggnificant differrence
between A
Anglo and Indoonesian culturre on Companyy Hierarchy, F (1, 74) = 61..59, p = .000, partial
= .454,
with Angloo culture (M = 3.921) scorinng higher than Indonesian cuulture (M = 2.1132). A significcant difference
e was
also foundd on the variabble of Images of CEO’s, F (1, 74) = 77.692, p = .0000, partial
= .907, with Anglo
A
culture (M
M = 4.684) scorring higher thaan Indonesian cculture (M = 22.368). A furthher significant ddifference wass also
found on tthe variable off Formal Titless, F (1, 74) = 444.895, p = .0000, partial
= .378, with A
Anglo culture (M =
3.842) scooring higher thhan Indonesiann culture (M = 2.211). Theree was a significant differencee in the variab
ble of
Vision Staatement, F (1, 74)
7 = 71.197, p = .000, partiaal
= .490, with Anglo cuulture (M = 4.8816) scoring higher
than Indonnesian culture (M
( = 2.711).
Of note is that all the diifferences meaasured are in thhe opposite diirection to those hypothesizeed, and all varriable
relationshiips were signifficant.
Masculiniity
The results listed in Tabble 2 and Tablee 1 indicate thhat no significaant difference was evident bbetween Anglo
o and
Indonesiann culture on the
t variables: Product Effectiveness, F ((1, 74) = .2399, p = .626, ppartial
= .003;
Realism T
Theme, F (1, 74)
7 = 4.023, p = .049, parttial
= .0522. Thus, no coonclusions cann be drawn on
n this
dimensionn.
High Con
ntext
The High Context com
mponent variabbles in Table 2 indicate there was a siggnificant differrence between
n the
cultures off Anglophone and Indonesiaan when considdered jointly onn the variabless of Aestheticss; Polite & Indirect;
Soft Sell A
Approach. Wilkk’s = .696, F (33, 72) = 10.4888, p = .000, paartial
= .3004.
A separatee ANOVA wass conducted foor each dependdent variable, rresults displayyed in Table 1 with each AN
NOVA
evaluated at an alpha level of .01677 (Bonferroni Adjusted). A significant diifference was also found on
n the
variable off Polite & Inddirect, F (1, 744) = 24.689, p = .000, partiaal
= .250, with Anglo cuulture (M = 3.763)
scoring higgher than Indoonesian culture (M = 3.263)). A significannt difference w
was also foundd on the variab
ble of
Soft Sell A
Approach, F (1,
( 74) = 17.1669, p = .000, partial
= .188, with Annglo culture (M
M = 4.237) sco
oring
higher thaan Indonesian culture (M = 3.711). The results displayiing a higher sscore for Highh Context in Anglo
A
websites w
was in the oppoosite direction to those hypotthesized.
There wass not a significaant difference between Angllo and Indonessian culture on the variable: A
Aesthetics, F (1, 74)
= .008;
= .570, p = .453, partial
Low Conttext
The Low C
Context compoonent variabless in Table 2 inndicate there w
was a significannt difference beetween the culltures
of Anglopphone and Inddonesian whenn considered joointly on the variable of H
Hard Sell Apprroach; Co Ran
nk &
Prestige; S
Superlatives. Wilk’s
W
= .474, F (3, 72) = 26.626, p = .000, partial
= .526.
A separatee ANOVA wass conducted forr each dependdent variable, rresults displayeed in Table 1, with each AN
NOVA
evaluated at an alpha level of .01677 (Bonferroni Adjusted). A significant diifference was also found on
n the
variable off Co. Rank & Prestige,
P
F (1, 74) = 78.933, p = .000, parttial
= .5166, with Anglo cculture (M = 4.763)
scoring higgher than Indoonesian culturee (M = 3.289). The result agrrees with the hhypothesized reesult and show
ws the
adaptationn of the websitee to the Indoneesian culture.
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There wass not a signifficant differennce between A
Anglo and Inddonesian cultuure on the vaariables: Hard Sell
Approach,, F (1, 74) = .186,
.
p = .6688, partial
= .003; Superllatives, F (1, 774) = .117, p = .734, partia
al
= .002.
Hypothesees Addressed
The hypothheses are:
H1 The Inndonesian webbsites of US aand English coompanies shouuld display higgher collectivissm than their local
Websites in Western couuntries.
• The results for Hypoothesis H1 are the reverse off those requireed of a culturaally adapted w
website. The ov
verall
Collecttivist values of
o the English and US domeestic websites is slightly higgher than thatt of the Indonesian
websitees, indicating an inability tto communicaate this culturral value. Thee subcomponennts of Commu
unity
Relatioons and Clubs & Chatrooms of the websitee failed in suffiiciently commuunicating Colllectivist valuess.
H2 The Inndonesian webbsites of US annd English com
mpanies shoulld display low
wer individualism than their local
Websites in Western couuntries.
d US
• The results for Hypoothesis H2 shoow a lower levvel of Individuualism in compparison with thhe English and
nesia.
domesttic websites annd demonstrattes successful adaptation to the lower inddividualistic cuulture of Indon
Surprissingly, the twoo componentss of the same cultural contiinuum, Individdualism and C
Collectivism, show
opposinng results.
H3 The Inndonesian webbsites of US aand English coompanies shouuld display hiigher uncertainnty avoidance than
their local Websites in Western
W
countriies.
d
not confirm Hypothesiss 3 because thhe Indonesian w
website of the foreign companies
• This reesearch study does
displayy a lower leveel of uncertainnty avoidance and do not apppear to have adapted to thhe local Indonesian
environnment sufficiently
H4 The Inndonesian websites of US annd English com
mpanies shouldd display higheer power distannce than their local
Websites in Western couuntries.
• Hypothhesis 4 results are the oppossite of those eexpected of a cculturally adappted website. T
Table 2 indica
ates a
failure of the foreignn companies tto adapt their Indonesian w
website to the high Power D
Distance culture of
Indoneesia.
H5 The Inndonesian webbsites of US aand English coompanies shouuld display lower masculiniity than their local
Websites in Western couuntries.
websites exhibbit a slightly lower
• The reesults listed inn Table 2 affirrm Hypothesiis 5 in which Indonesian w
Masculinity Index. However,
H
the reesult was not ssignificant.
H6 The Inndonesian webssites of US andd English com
mpanies should display lowerr levels of Low
w Context than their
local Webssites in Westerrn countries.
• Regardding the Low Context cultuural dimensionn, the results iindicate a muuch lower conntext in the foreign
compannies’ local Inndonesian webbsites. Therefoore, they have appropriatelly adapted their website to
o the
Indoneesian cultural environment.
e
H7 The Inndonesian webbsites of US annd English com
mpanies shoulld display a hiigher level of High Context than
their local Websites in Western
W
countriies.
•

The results of this measure
m
are siggnificant (p<.001), but the reesult is slightlyy in the opposiite direction to
o that
predictted. Hence Inddonesian websiites demonstraate results in thhe opposite direection predicteed in Hypothessis 7.
Summaryy of Hypothesiised Results
HYPOTHE
ESIS
H1 Indo weebsite Collectivism> Anglo webbsite
H2 Indo website Individuallism<Anglo webbsite
H3 Indo websiite Uncertainty A
Avoid >Anglo w
website
H4 Indo webbsite Power Distaance> Anglo weebsite
H5 Indo weebsite Masculinnity<Anglo webssite
H6 Indo weebsite Low Conttext<Anglo webbsite
H7 Indo webbsite High Conttext> Anglo webbsite
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RESU
ULT
H1 NOT SUPP
PORTED l.p.
H2 SUPPO
ORTED
H3 NOT SUP
PPORTED
H4 NOT SUP
PPORTED
H5 SUPPO
ORTED
H6 SUPPO
ORTED
H7 NOT SUP
PPORTED
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7. Discussion
The results show that the English and American companies have made a considerable effort in adapting their
Indonesian websites to local culture. Three of the seven hypotheses proposed are well supported. Compared to
their domestic websites the foreign companies' Indonesian websites displayed lower individualism, masculinity
and context. These are cultural characteristics that should be minimized to remain culturally relevant in Asia.
Nevertheless, more adaptation is required. Four hypotheses relating to key cultural dimensions which define
differences between Anglo-Western and Asian cultures remain unsupported. Compared to their domestic
websites the foreign companies' Indonesian websites displayed lower Collectivism, Power Distance, Uncertainty
Avoidance and High Context. These cultural characteristics should be raised rather than lowered to suit cultural
sensitivities in Asia.
The results only reveal the difficulty of adapting the foreign companies’ Indonesian websites to local culture.
Hofstede (2001) notes that Asian and Western cultures can think and act very differently. They will have very
different ideas on what makes a good website. Hence, to reach the target market, localization of web content is
most important. Various studies indicate that web content and design must be sensitive to local culture
(Bartikowski & Singh, 2014; Cyr, 2008). The findings of this study suggest that more needs to be done to
localize the Indonesian websites with regards to language and cultural characteristics.
Regarding language, the author reviewed 82 Indonesian websites of English and American companies operating
in Indonesia. Only 40 of the companies had developed their websites in the local language. Most of the foreign
companies that had websites in the Indonesian language focused on the local consumer as the end user.
Companies that focused on businesses, on the other hand, were more likely to maintain their websites in English.
Similarly, product-based businesses are more likely to translate their websites than service-based businesses.
The English and American companies’ inclination towards using English in their Indonesian websites
corresponds with earlier studies (Singh & Boughton, 2005; Robbins & Stylianou, 2003). Unlike Anglo
companies, non-Anglo companies, however, had no qualms in using multiple languages and multiple websites to
reach different markets. Local Indonesian sites, for example, tend to have a mix of Bahasa Indonesia and English.
The English language is used because of its popularity and its status as a global language. To better compete, the
Anglo companies may have to rethink their focus on the English language.
With regards to context, many websites are rather direct. They focused on telling it ‘like it is.’ Little effort is
taken to be discreet and polite, a fundamental attribute of both collectivistic and high context cultures like
Indonesia (Hall, 1976). For example, direct comparisons can sometimes be made with lesser quality locally
made products. This can often be seen as arrogance and can offend local consumers. To avoid upsetting local
sensitivities companies are advised to maintain a balance between self-promotion and humility to maintain good
relations with the local community (Kim, 2002).
With references to collectivism, group and familial themes were mixed. Some of the company's websites were
peppered with pictures of families and employee teams. Other websites were more likely to display pictures of
individual achievement and recognition. Beyond pictures, however, few companies made an effort to build
communities and generate a sense of belonging which is critical in collective, group-based countries like
Indonesia (Gudykunst, 1996). The exception was companies like KFC and Mcdonalds that organized regular
events to build links with the communities around them.
Further, a lot of the foreign company's Indonesian websites were word based with limited number of visuals, a
key feature of individualistic, low context cultures. According to Hall and Hall (1990) individualistic, low
context cultures like to have lots of data and facts before making decisions. In contrast, collectivistic, high
context cultures prefer colors and pictures (Singh et al., 2005). Additionally, the Indonesian consumer may be
less interested in information than with trust. Dinev and Hart (2005) note that high uncertainty avoidance
cultures like Indonesia, value trust and security more than low uncertainty avoidance cultures.
Here is where community chats and discussion groups can play a bigger role. Although useful for interacting and
building trust with online users, only a few of the websites utilize chat rooms and discussion boards. The
exceptions were information technology companies such as Microsoft, Apple, and HP. The IT companies used
the discussion forums rather successfully to address customer queries and provide support for their products and
build trust.
Referring to Power Distance, pictures of international executives from headquarters are readily available on the
company’s Indonesian websites. The photos are available from embedded links to the foreign companies’
domestic website. However, photos of local management personnel are much harder to find which may
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disappoint the local consumer. In hierarchical Indonesia, status, positions and responsibilities are essential
(Hofstede, 2001). The local populace will like to see who is charge of the Indonesian unit of the company, and to
whom they can they look to address their queries and complaints.
The foreign companies home websites are more comprehensive, compared to their Indonesian equivalent. High
regulatory environment in the company's home country, demand that their domestic websites contain detailed
financial and management information. There is no such legal requirement, however, for their Indonesian
websites. Some of the Indonesian sites are rather scanty, missing executive profiles, important financial
information, mission, vision and purpose, and focusing primarily on sales and promotion. Nevertheless, the
missing information is vital as it can help the websites build credibility and trust. The missing information may
also explain the fundamental differences in cultural characteristics between the foreign companies' domestic and
Indonesian websites.
8. Conclusion and Implications
This study is on cultural adaptation of websites in Indonesia, There is a dearth of studies of this type in this
developing but economically vibrant country. This study attempts to address this deficit. The focus of this study
is to find out if the Indonesian websites of major multinational companies depict local cultural values. This study
notes that many of the foreign companies have localized, that is, they have taken the effort to incorporate local
cultural values and norms, but they are not doing it enough or not doing it right.
This study confirms previous studies that companies have begun to understand the importance of localizing their
websites (Singh et al., 2006; Bartikowski & Singh, 2014). For the most part, it is not appropriate or effective to
provide a standardized online presence, as it is not sensitive to local cultural norms and values. Moreover,
incorporating local cultural values will only afford the companies’ concern a valuable competitive advantage
over their competitors. Nonetheless, more work needs to be done in this regard.
This study provides insights on how companies can better adapt their Indonesian websites to local culture.
Gommans et al. (2001, p. 51) note that websites should always be adapted to local conditions, but any
‘adaptation should be based on a complete understanding’ of local culture. Singh et al. (2003) framework for
incorporating cultural elements has proven useful in this regard. According to Singh et al. (2003) framework,
cultural elements relating to high, context, collectivism and high power distance need to be reviewed and
emphasised in the foreign company’s Indonesian websites to appropriately match local cultural sensitivities.
Additionally, the framework needs to be changed a little to incorporate social media. More companies are using
both websites and social media to reach out to the local consumer. The majority of the companies investigated
have linked their Facebook, Instagram and Linkedin Accounts to their websites. Facebook, in particular, has
become a viral medium of communication for companies. It provides a means for customers to interact with the
company. At the same time, companies can update customers with pertinent information and activities in real
time (Kavoura, 2014; Mangold & Faulds, 2009; Shin et al., 2015).
Hofstede (2001) notes that cultures do change, albeit slowly, hence the application of national cultural dimension
to aspects of the website and other forms of communications remains highly relevant. Likewise, Chun et al.
(2015), note that the rapid pace of modernization enveloping many emerging countries today do not change their
core culture, they merely add another layer of cultural complexity. Thus, to be effective, communications
approaches adopted by companies via websites or other means must be cognizant of the popular technologies
and prevailing cultural norms.
9. Limitations
This study provides insights on how the foreign companies adapted their Indonesian websites. This study also
provides insights on how the companies can better adapt their Indonesian websites to suit local cultural
sensitivities. There are, however, several limitations associated with this study.
This study only focused on cultural values and norms under Hofstede (1980) and Hall (1990) cultural variability
model. That is Singh et al. (2003) framework only takes into account cultural values and beliefs that may
influence website design. Future studies can include language, colors, layout, structure, navigational links,
multimedia and visual representation (Cyr & Trevor Smith, 2004). Additionally, this study only focuses on one
country, Indonesia. A multi-country study on how international companies adapt their websites to local culture
may be appropriate.
There is also a need to study other cultures with different values and also economic and technological progress.
Cyr (2013) notes that website preferences do not only vary based on culture but also on economic and
technological advancement. Similar cultures with different economic and technological progress would
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invariably exhibit very different preferences.
Additionally, this study focuses on foreign companies’ Indonesian websites only. A study on the local companies’
websites such as Pertamina, WarungKretek would also be relevant in discovering the unique features of the truly
local website and how they may differ from the foreign companies’ culturally-adapted Indonesian websites.
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